It is Sunday!

I did not go to church today and I will not be going on a regular basis anymore.
Two of the many reasons: Churches are stuck in a rut; in that they keep saying the
same things over and over again based on, seemingly, myths and embellished tales
not rooted in facts.
In referring to God, the habit is to describe God as a man with human qualities
such as hate, prejudiced, vengeance, war-lover, woman-hater and with the same
qualities that we would not wish on our enemies.
If God is to have a gender, then it makes more sense that god would be a woman.
God, after all, is a creator.
God, according to religion, is very offensive.
“vengeance is Mine...”
The frequent murdering of woman and children.
The constant choosing of one group over another.
… and so on.
I prefer to think of God, not as a human being with a gender, but as a concept
embracing all the qualities that I deem to be positive human-related such as
kindness and love.
I cannot worship a God that advocated slavery.

And, my second reason for not going to church is because I am losing my hearing
so I am usually at a loss as to what is being said.
So, I spent my worship time on a golf course; a time spent in and around nature
albeit man-formed from natural elements.
Today though, during my worship on the golf course, I was not without inspiration.
My activities, other than hitting golf balls, were to meditate and to give thanks for
the many blessings I have received.
And, in spite of my focus (or lack of focus), nature blessed me with many examples
of the generosity of the oneness that I call God.
Nature is my church.
First let my preface what I am about write by saying that my game did not go
according to plan. I had zero (0) birdies. In playing from the forward tees I do
expect to get at least two birdies per nine. After all, I am only 71 years old.
Nonetheless it was not a day spent without merits.
On Hole number 2, the cormorants entertained me. Because no one was behind me
for about three holes, I had the luxury of a leisurely walk and because I played
alone, I was able to enjoy the solitude.
As I said, because of the threat of rain, the course was almost empty.
The Cormorants would dive in the lake and more often than not would surface
with a fish.
In the far east, I have been told, these birds are used to catch fish. The fisherman
would tie a string around their necks to prevent from swallowing the fish, but, in
spite of not being able to eat their fish, the Cormorants still, instinctively, go
fishing. The human animal would then remove the fish and allow the bird to repeat
its activities until the quota of fish was met. The string would then be removed and
the fish would be allowed to catch and eat fish to their satisfaction.
This method of catching fish did not harm the environment and the civilized
fisherman would then get what he wanted without an element of greed.
So, I watched these birds on the number two hole.
On that same hole, by the way, I missed my shot which landed in the water. Hitting
over water is fun unless, of course, when you hit the wrong club to carry the water.
So, I lost a ball.
On the third hole, I walked by the lake and I did find a ball. There were many balls
for the taking, but I only need one to replace the one that was lost. So, I left the
others alone. Someone will come along, and, in need of a golf ball, will help
themselves to one of the many available.
The forth hole, a par 3, was easy enough and very short.
On the fifth hole is where I took some time out to watch a black swallowtail
butterfly do its thing.
I love butterflies.

It went from leaf to leaf as graceful and as beautiful as a butterfly can be.
I felt so very grateful to be alive, and, quietly, I thanked the creator for giving me
the opportunity to say “Thank You”.
On the sixth hole, the lady on the beverage cart actually stopped and said hello.
Prior she would drive by and wave.
“Are you Ok?”
“I am fine!”
“Need anything?
“Not right now and thanks for asking”
Some chitchat and then off she went.
th
The 6 Hole; a par five, is not one of my favorite holes. Even before teeing up my
ball I knew that a birdie was out of the question. I simple do not play that hole very
well.
th
The 7 hole, a short par three. Made par and moved on.
The 8th hole. A short Par 4. made par and moved on.
On the 9th hole, she visited again.
She was keeping an eye on me all along, because, she said, she wanted to make sure
that I was OK.
I was so touched that I am sure that I was silent for way longer than I should.
Once again, I thanked her and then made a feeble attempt to show my appreciation
by purchasing a drink today so that I can receive it the next time we meet.
She gave me a big smile and off she went on her rounds.
My worship on the golf course produced that miracle of caring.
But as warm, rain-less and wonderful as today was, it was nothing compared to the
many miracles I experienced yesterday!
Yesterday, Not only was I blessed by being in a Garden of Eden, I was also blessed
by being the company of some amazing people of various ages, And, I was
introduced to a ten year old angel! Yes. An angel!
Let me know if you would like to hear about my experiences.
In the mean time, a confession.
The picture above was not taken on the golf course I played today:
I need to keep that location secret, but the picture above does represent one of my
favorite course. Now you know.

A Hint for next time:

